Visible and near infrared reflectance spectroscopy (VisNIr) has been used across a number of spatial scales to predict soil organic carbon (OC) content. The rapid Carbon Assessment Project (raCA) is a nationwide project that collected 144,000+ soil samples from across the conterminous United States for C stock mapping using VisNIr. The objective of this study was to calibrate and validate the VisNIr soil OC and total C (TC) models with ~20,000 samples from raCA. Models were developed with either partial least squares regression (PlSr) or the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) model. Four auxiliary variables-raCA region, land Use land Cover, Master Horizon, and Textural Class-were tested to stratify the dataset and to develop local models. The results showed that OC and TC models calibrated with ANN (R 2 > 0.94; rPD > 4.0) outperformed those of PlSr (R 2 = 0.83; rPD = 2.4). For PlSr, local models developed with all four auxiliary variables exhibited improvement in prediction accuracy, and the improvement was only marginal for ANN models. Master Horizon and Textural Class appeared to be more effective in stratifying samples into homogeneous groups because they gave an overall lower root mean squared error of prediction (rMSE P ) for the validation samples. For the majority of the local Textural Class models, the rMSE P of OC prediction ranged from 0.5 to 1.5%. To maximize the applicability of the raCA spectral library on external soil samples, PlSr local models developed from Master Horizon or Textural Class appeared to be more favorable.
S oil organic carbon (OC) is a key soil property that plays many critical roles, from agriculture production to biogeochemical cycling to ecosystems functioning (Adhikari and Hartemink, 2016; Chen et al., 2000; Lal, 2004; van Wesemael et al., 2010) . The capability of soils to sequester C and therefore regulate atmospheric CO 2 concentration and mitigate climate change is widely recognized and has been an active area of research (Grunwald et al., 2011; Lal, 2004; West and Post, 2002) . Up-to-date, baseline soil C stock maps across different scales are a very useful tool for researchers, stakeholders, and policymakers for a wide variety of applications, ranging from best land management practices to natural resource conservation to C auditing (de Gruijter et al., 2016; Minasny et al., 2011) .
Producing large-scale (national or continental) soil C maps (e.g., for the purpose of C inventory and understanding of soil C sourcing and sinking) is highly challenging. Many previous studies have used legacy soil data (Aitkenhead and Coull, 2016; Minasny et al., 2013; Mulder et al., 2016) . One problem with this approach has been that legacy samples were not collected at the same time frames. Therefore, the soil OC maps produced in this way do not reflect the soil OC distribution at a fixed time point, which would complicate its use and interpretation in some applications. Direct soil sampling followed by C measurement is another viable method. One challenge is that collecting a large number of soil samples and analyzing them for C contents in the laboratory is time consuming and cost prohibitive, particularly if the spatial resolution of the maps is high or if the spatial coverage is large.
Visible and near infrared reflectance spectroscopy (VisNIR) has been used widely and routinely for characterization of soil C and other properties (Brown et al., 2006; Viscarra Rossel et al., 2006) . The biggest advantage of VisNIR over the traditional laboratory soil analysis is that it is very rapid and cost effective. Therefore, VisNIR is suggested as an essential tool in large-scale digital soil mapping where the cost of soil analysis would be prohibitive due to the very large numbers of samples required.
A Brief Introduction of the U.S. rapid Carbon Assessment Project
The Rapid Carbon Assessment Project (RaCA) was initiated in 2010 by the Soil Science Division of the USDA-NRCS. The goal of the project is to capture the baseline soil C stocks across the conterminous United States. The Rapid Carbon Assessment Project used a multihierarchical design to ensure that samples were evenly distributed across regions based on major land resources areas and land use land cover classes (LULC). A detailed description of the sampling design of the project can be found in Wills et al. (2014) . The project visited 6148 sites across the conterminous United States (Fig. 1) , described 32,084 pedons in the field (to determine master horizons and textural classes), and yielded 144,833 samples. Upon transport to the laboratory, the soil samples were subjected to a standard protocol for spectral scanning. A representative subset of the whole RaCA samples (19,891, or 13.7%) was also extracted and measured with the standard procedures to determine total C (TC), total nitrogen (TN), total sulfur, inorganic C (IC), and OC. It is planned that VisNIR models will be calibrated from this subset and then applied to the rest of the database to predict these soil properties for C stock mapping.
The first objective of this paper is to calibrate and evaluate VisNIR models to predict soil C contents for the RaCA project. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first VisNIR study that involves close to 20,000 soil samples collected from the conterminous United States at one fixed point in time. There have been a number of studies that reported the VisNIR modeling of soil databases at the national scales (Brown et al., 2006; Shi et al., 2014; Terra et al., 2015; Viscarra Rossel and Webster, 2012) , but all of them used legacy soil samples. The number of samples being analyzed and modeled in this study is one of the largest in the soil VisNIR literature.
Soil VisNIR spectra can exhibit distinct features for soils from different systems. Most of the earlier soil VisNIR studies deal with similar soil samples from a local environment (e.g., field scale). When large-scale soil spectral libraries are used in practice for the prediction of samples from specific "local" environments, there have been concerns that "local" variabilities are not effectively represented or captured in the "global" model, giving rise to inferior model performance (Gogé et al., 2014; Guerrero et al., 2016; Sankey et al., 2008) . One practical strategy is to select from the library a subset of samples more "similar" to local samples to calibrate VisNIR models.
Therefore, the second objective of this study is to investigate whether VisNIR modeling accuracy can be improved (i.e., prediction error reduced) by sample stratification. In particular, we used readily available auxiliary variables including RaCA Region, LULC, Master Horizon (HZ), and Textural Class (TEX) as the stratifying criteria.
MATErIAlS AND METHODS

Dataset
The selected subset of the RaCA samples (n = 19,891) contain laboratory data, VisNIR spectral measurement, and auxiliary data (Region, LULC, HZ, and TEX). RaCA Region is geographically defined and the first level of stratum in RaCA sampling; Regions are based on major land resources areas' re- gional offices in place in 2010 (USDA-NRCS, 2010) . The variable LULC is based on National Resource Inventory classes and definitions (USDA-NRCS, 2007) , which were correlated with the National Land Cover Dataset (Fry et al., 2011) . At the time of sampling, a description of each pedon was done, including horizon nomenclature (HZ) and field texture (TEX) for each horizon (Schoeneberger et al., 2012) .
Spectral scanning of the samples was performed on an ASD Labspec Spectrometer (Analytical Spectral Devices Inc., PANalytical NIR Excellence Center). Each sample was airdried, ground, passed through a 2-mm sieved sample, and placed on a puck sample holder with a clear fused silica window on the bottom and scanned with an ASD's MugLite accessory. The spectral range is from 350 to 2500 nm, with a spectral sampling interval of 1 nm. Each scan is an average of 100 instantaneous internal scans to reduce random noise in the spectrum. A standard Spectralon panel was used to obtain the white reference at 15-min intervals. Total C and TN of the soil samples were analyzed using the dry combustion method. Inorganic C was measured with the modified pressure-calcimeter method (Sherrod et al., 2002) . Organic C was derived as TC minus IC. Additional details of the sample analysis procedures can be found in Soil Survey Staff (2014). Prediction of soil C contents is the purpose of this study, and we therefore focus on OC and TC.
Soil spectra were first averaged along the wavelength domain using a 10-nm window, which reduced the number of predictor variables from 2150 to 215. This reduced the dimensionality of the dataset, decreased the processing time, and avoided overparameterization for Artificial Neural Network (ANN) model calibration. Principal component analysis was performed on the soil spectra and identified 87 outliers in the spectral space (including six erroneously recorded white reference spectra, 25 apparently faulty scans, and 56 outliers in the principal component space); these samples were excluded from subsequent analyses.
VisNIr Model Calibration and Validation
The remaining 19,804 samples represent 17 RaCA regions (Regions 1-16 and 18), six LULC classes, five Master Horizons, and 10 Textural Classes (Table 1) . Stratified random sampling (Region as strata) was used to split the entire set into a training set (60%) and a test set (40%) (i.e., 60% random samples from Region 1, 60% random samples from Region 2, etc., and then composited to form the training set). After the split, a check was implemented to verify that, by all other auxiliary variables (LULC, HZ, and TEX), roughly 60% of each class is presented in the training set (Table 2 ). This verification is important for two reasons: (i) to ensure that the variation in the entire sample set is well presented in the calibration and test set (not biased toward a particular class) and (ii) to achieve a balanced assessment scheme when it comes to model validation.
We first calibrated a global model by using all the samples in the calibration set. This global model was evaluated with two schemes: (i) using all the samples in the test set and (ii) using the samples that belong only to one class in auxiliary variables (for example, Region 1 or Horizon A). We refer to the first scheme as "global-global" and the second scheme as "global-local." We then calibrated a group of "local" models by using only the samples from a class in an auxiliary variable in the training set and evaluated these "local" models with their "counterpart" classes in the test set. We refer to this third scheme as "local-local." We were particularly interested in comparing the results of "global-local" with "local-local" because as we hypothesized that the "local-local" prediction would outperform "global-local" prediction.
Two modeling techniques were used and compared in this study: partial least squares regression (PLSR) as a linear method and ANN as a nonlinear method. Several studies have shown that nonlinear techniques outperform PLSR in soil C modeling (Viscarra Rossel and Behrens, 2010; Wijewardane et al., 2016) . In this study we are interested in examining whether ANN shows superiority to PLSR for the RaCA dataset for both global and local models. For PLSR, the number of latent factors (n LV ) was allowed to vary from 1 to 30, and the size of a calibration model was selected for the n LV that gave the minimum root mean squared error of cross validation (RMSE CV ). For ANN, a grid search with two tuning parameters (the number of nodes in the hidden layer from 3 to 15, and the decay of weight at each iteration set at 0.01, 0.1, and 0.3) was conducted to find the minimum RMSE CV . Feedforward ANN models with one hidden layer, linear activation function, and backpropagation were calibrated. Model performances were evaluated by calculating R 2 , bias, root mean squared error of prediction (RMSE P ), ratio of performance to deviation (RPD), and ratio of performance to interquartile range (RPIQ). The RPIQ is suggested as a better index for non-normal variables (Bellon-Maurel et al., 2010) .
Due to the large number of samples in this study, model calibrations were implemented in the supercomputer cluster at the Holland Computing Center of University of Nebraska-Lincoln (computing resources used: 64 2.1 GHz cores and 250GB RAM). Data analysis was implemented in the R environment (R Core Team, 2015) with the following packages: pls (Mevik et al., 2013) for PLSR, nnet (Venables and Ripley, 2002) for ANN modeling, caret (Max et al., 2015) as the modeling wrapper, ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009) and RColorBrewer (Neuwirth, 2014) for plotting, and doParallel (Revolution Analytics and Weston, 2015) for parallel processing.
rESUlTS AND DISCUSSION
Global Modeling
According to Table 3 , the validation accuracy is very similar to the cross validation accuracy for both soil properties. This indicates that these VisNIR models are stable and that the split of the dataset into the calibration and validation sets is balanced (i.e., not biased toward a particular group). For OC, PLSR and ANN show RMSE P of 7.38 and 3.61%, respectively, indicating superior model performance with ANN. Total C shows a similarly higher accuracy with ANN than PLSR (Table 3) . Viscarra Rossel and Behrens (2010) and Wijewardane et al. (2016) also found that nonlinear methods outperformed the linear ones for soil OC modeling.
Two factors lead to PLSR's poorer performance ( Fig. 2A) . First, negative values were predicted for many low OC samples. This is a problem commonly observed for PLSR OC modeling (Leone et al., 2012; Minasny and McBratney, 2008) . Second, the scatter for high OC samples is quite large (Fig. 2A) . All of these samples are from O Horizon and account for nearly 30% of the whole dataset. It seems that when the spectral library is large and diverse, PLSR (as a linear method) can capture and model the overall variation of the dataset (soils from mineral vs. organic horizons), but by doing so it becomes less effective in modeling the local variations in the different parts of the dataset (i.e., variations within mineral and organic horizons). On the other hand, ANN (as a nonlinear method) appears to be flexible enough to account for both the overall and local variations in the model. The scatter of the plot is almost constant across the OC range (Fig. 2B) . Although we only show the OC plots (Fig. 2) , the pattern in TC is very similar. For OC and TC, validation R 2 ranges from 0.83 to 0.96, RPD ranges from 2.40 to 4.92, and RPIQ ranges from 2.53 to 5.18. From a VisNIR modeling perspective, the performance of these models is quite satisfactory and can be categorized as good to "analytical quality" (Fearn, 2001 ). However, the prediction error of RMSE P is quite high (3.61 and 7.38% for OC ANN and PLSR). This level of prediction error will be too high for many local applications, such as field-scale C mapping and inventory. For the goal of RaCA, the VisNIR models will be applied to the remainder of the dataset to predict the soil properties for upscaling and C mapping. The prediction error will be propagated through multiple steps and integrated into a final uncertainty measurement. Higher RMSE P like this will make the final uncertainty of the C stock maps very large and thus negatively affect their usage and interpretation. Therefore, exploring local models to reduce RMSE P is essential.
local Modeling with region, lUlC, HZ, and TEX
Based on R 2 and RPD, the majority of the Region-specific ANN models show the same level of accuracy and performance as the global ANN model with some fluctuations (Table 4) . Exceptions are Regions 8 and 16, which show poorer prediction than other regions. A close examination of the dataset revealed that the range of OC and TC for these two regions is small compared with other regions. We speculate that the range of soil C in these two regions is not large enough to calibrate robust local models due to the RaCA samples being selected for this analysis.
All local LULC models with the ANN method (Table 5) show similar performance as the global models, with high R 2 and RPD values. Forestland and Wetland exhibit higher RMSE P values than Cropland, Pastureland, Rangeland, and Conservation Reserve Program due to the higher ranges of OC and TC (higher proportions of soils from O horizon) in these two LULC classes.
The local HZ models behave quite differently (Table 6 ). Using HZ as the stratification variable effectively separates soils from O horizon and other mineral horizons. Compared with the global model, R 2 and RPD drop significantly for all local HZ models. The model of O horizon performs best, followed by A horizon and then B horizon. The models for C and E horizons are particularly poor, with R 2 value of about 0.5 and RPD near 1.4. On the other hand, it is notable that RMSE P values for all mineral HZ models are much lower than that of the global model, a clear advantage of developing local models to improve prediction accuracy. The local TEX models are given in Table 7 . Loamy Sand, Sandy Clay Loam, and Silty Clay models have consistently poorer performance compared with other textural classes. Samples from O horizons are not included in this table because textural class is only described on soils from mineral horizons. Values for R 2 and RPD of these models are lower than the global model. When comparing models in Table 7 with those in Table 6 , it can be seen that, in general, local TEX models have a higher R 2 and RPD than local HZ models.
Comparison of Global and local Models with Partial least Squares regression and Artificial Neural Network
We used RMSE P as a criterion to compare local and global models with the PLSR and ANN method for OC because this statistic measures the average deviation of a new prediction to its actual value and is a more relevant index than R 2 , RPD, or PRIQ to assess the model accuracy when it comes to new predictions (Fig. 3) .
First, comparing global-local predictions (Fig. 3 , black bars) with local-local predictions (gray bars) shows that the local models developed by all auxiliary variables generally have lower RMSE P than the global model. This suggests that using these auxiliary variables can effectively group similar soil samples together to build more robust VisNIR models. When these models are applied to similar samples in the same group, their prediction accuracy can be improved compared with a global model.
When we compare PLSR with ANN (left vs. right columns in Fig. 3) , it is obvious that local models improve the prediction more substantially for PLSR than ANN (global-global [black line] vs. pooled local-local [gray line]). This is expected because PLSR as a linear modeling approach is not as effective or robust as ANN to model all variations in the entire training set (global modeling). When the training set is stratified with the auxiliary variables to develop local models, the variation in each stratum becomes smaller and more tractable, allowing better modeling with PLSR and therefore large improvements for these local models as compared with the global PLSR model. On the other hand, the global ANN already shows a much better modeling performance (accounting for nonlinearity and robustness), leaving little room for the local models to improve.
For PLSR, local models by Region and LULC show only slight improvement, but those by HZ and TEX show large improvements. Overall, HZ-specific and TEX-specific PLSR models perform quite similarly to their ANN counterparts (gray line in Fig. 3e vs. 3f and Fig. 3g vs. 3h ). This suggests that HZ and TEX are better auxiliary variables to group samples to develop local HZ or TEX models, or they may be to select specific models for new prediction. This is not surprising because HZ and TEX reflect intrinsic attributes of soils, and therefore they are more effective for segregating samples into more homogeneous groups (spectrally and/or compositionally) than Region and LULC (which are more related to geographical origin or to the management aspect of soils).
Similar results are observed with TC model evaluations (Fig. 4) , which strengthens our discussions above on the comparison of global versus local modeling with PLSR and ANN methods.
Practical Issues with the Use of the raCA VisNIr Models
Constructing a large soil spectral library is the most expensive part of VisNIR. In the case of our dataset, it is a nationwide coordinated effort of collection, field description, processing, scanning, and analysis of nearly 20000 samples over 5 yr. Once compiled, it is always desirable that the library can be broadly used by practitioners to predict new soil samples (to justify and spread out the initial investment). One challenge of using . The black line is the root mean squared error of prediction (rMSE P ) in the "globalglobal" validation scheme, the black bars are the "global-local" scheme, the gray bars are the "local-local" scheme, and the gray line is the "localglobal" scheme where an overall rMSE P was calculated for all the test samples with the local models. . The black line is the root mean squared error of prediction (rMSE P ) in the "globalglobal" validation scheme, the black bars are the "global-local" scheme, the gray bars are the "local-local" scheme, and the gray line is the "localglobal" scheme where an overall rMSE P was calculated for all the test samples with the local models.
these large soil spectral libraries, as mentioned earlier, is that their prediction accuracy is not good enough for many applications. Developing "local" models by selecting a subset of samples from the library to improve prediction is a common strategy, and several approaches, such as subsetting by geophysical area (Sankey et al., 2008) , neighborhood selection (Gogé et al., 2012) , and spectral clustering (Araújo et al., 2014) , have been tested. In this study, we used four auxiliary variables as the criteria to select samples from the RaCA library to build local models. The biggest advantage is that these auxiliary variables are readily obtainable through field description, and no sophisticated spectral selection algorithm or additional lab analysis is needed. The results showed that local models developed from all these four auxiliary variables generally improve the OC and TC prediction, and stratifying by HZ and TEX is particularly effective.
The results of our study indicate that ANN (as a nonlinear technique) outperforms PLSR in terms of prediction accuracy (RMSE P ). When evaluated across all validation samples, the ANN global models show the comparable accuracy to the best local PLSR models developed from auxiliary variables HZ or TEX (Fig. 3 and 4) . However, our study also indicates that ANN has two issues that may make it less favorable in practical applications. First, as indicated in Table 3 , ANN models exhibit higher prediction bias (absolute value) than PLSR. When many samples are predicted and averaged, a lower bias indicates that the average predicted value is closer to the true average. Because soils commonly exhibit large spatial and temporal heterogeneity and because many applications require the collection and analysis of a large number of soil samples, the lower bias of PLSR makes it a more desirable method than ANN because it would provide a more accurate estimate of the mean of the sample sets. The second issue relates to the computational resources needed for calibrating multivariate ANN models. This is particularly relevant when modeling a large spectral library. In our experiment, the calibration of the ANN global model (n = 11,866 calibration samples; p = 215) on the supercomputing cluster (64 2.1-GHz cores and 250 GB RAM) took about 2600 s. This is in contrast to PLSR modeling, which took less than 100 s. Artificial Neural Network modeling will take much longer (weeks to months) if done on a personal computer. Evolution of the soil spectral libraries requires periodic update and recalibration when sufficient new samples are incorporated into the libraries. In this sense, PLSR is a more favorable technique.
We recommend that to calibrate a series of local HZ or TEX PLSR models is most accurate and economic for the RaCA VisNIR library. To predict a new sample, checks can be done on its auxiliary variables to select a suitable local model so that the expected prediction error can be minimized. For the goal of the RaCA project, where all the remaining samples need to be predicted, this would increase our confidence of the prediction accuracy and make the uncertainty of the final C stock maps more tractable. The low RMSE P of many local models (e.g., a majority of local TEX models have RMSE P ranging from 0.5 to 1.5%) ( Table 7) would make these models quite useful for some real applications.
CONClUSIONS
In this study, we used nearly 20,000 soil samples from the RaCA project and calibrated and validated VisNIR models for the prediction of OC and TC. The models were calibrated with two different techniques: PLRS and ANN. We compared the performance of global modeling versus local modeling (where samples were stratified by four auxiliary variables: RaCA Region, Land Use Land Cover, Master Horizon, and Textural Classes). The major conclusions drawn from this study are as follows.
• The global ANN models of OC and TC (validation R 2 , 0.94; RPD > 4.0) show higher accuracy than the PLSR models (validation R 2 , 0.83; RPD, 2.4). Although these global models perform satisfactorily, their high RMSE P (for instance, 3.61% for the ANN OC model) indicate that the use of these global models directly for new sample prediction should be cautioned.
• Overall, the local models developed using the four auxiliary variables (Region, LULC, HZ, and TEX) improve the prediction of OC and TC compared with the global models (in terms of RMSE P ). The improvements are marginal for the ANN models but are quite substantial for the PLSR models.
• Local models developed from HZ or TEX show higher overall prediction accuracy than Region and LULC. This indicates that HZ and TEX are more effective to stratify samples into more homogenous groups (spectrally or compositionally), which leads to superior local models. For the majority of TEX models, RMSE P values of OC range from nearly 0.5 to 1.5%. This enhances the utility of these local models for new sample prediction.
• The advantage of ANN over PLSR is obvious when VisNIR models are to be developed from large-scale spectral libraries. However, it has higher prediction bias and is computationally intensive. These are two important issues to consider when large soil spectral libraries need to be updated and recalibrated with the inclusion of new samples for practical VisNIR applications.
